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Comparison of ASHPLUME model results to
representative tephra fall deposits

1.0

Purpose

The ASHPLUME computer code implements the mathematical model of Suzuki (1983) for
estimation of the areal density of tephra deposits on the surface of the earth following a
volcanic eruption. The code, developed by Jarzemba, et al. (1997), includes estimation of
the areal density of spent fuel particles incorporated into tephra particles due to a volcanic
event that intersects the repository. ASHPLUME is used as a component of the Total
Systems Performance Assessment (TSPA) model to assess hazards from possible volcanic
activity at the Yucca Mountain site.
The purpose of this calculation is to compare the ASHPLUME prediction of ash (tephra)
deposits with an actual eruptive event at the Cerro Negro volcano in 1995. Cerro Negro is a
basaltic cinder cone volcano located 20 km northeast of the city of Leon in northwestern
Nicaragua (Figure 1). Ash deposit thickness measurements were taken immediately after a
Cerro Negro eruption in November, 1995 (Hill, et al., 1998). These data provide an
opportunity to compare the ash deposition calculation in the ASHPLUME code with a
representative ashfall event.
The ash deposition calculation was conducted using two different versions of the
ASHPLUME code, Version 1.4LV and Version 2.0. Version 1.4LV of ASHPLUME
(CRWMS M&O 2000b) has been qualified according to AP-SI.1Q. Version 2.0 (CRWMS
M&O 2000c) is currently being qualified and may be used in future TSPA investigations.
The two versions are similar with the only differences being in how they employ different
methods of calculating certain eruption parameters. The mathematical differences between
the two versions in terms of the eruption models used are given in Section 2. An additional
objective of this calculation was to provide a comparison of how these differences within the
two versions effect calculated results.
Ash thickness measurements downwind are the only measured data available from the 1995
Cerro Negro event. The scope of this comparison will consider ash layers only. The spent
fuel distribution within ASHPLUME will-not be examined in this calculation.
This calculation was developed under the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
procedure AP-3.12Q/Rev. 0/LCN 3 and development plan TDP-WIS-MD-000023 Rev 01
(CRWMS M&O 2000a).
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2.0

Method

The analytical model employed by ASHPLUME is a modified version of the two
dimensional diffusion model of Suzuki (1983). A detailed mathematical development of the
model is given in Jarzemba, et al. (1997). The primary equation for calculation of the areal
density of ash deposited on the surface of the earth after a volcanic eruption is given in
Jarzemba, et al. (1997, Sec. 2.2, pg. 2-2) as
Pm,.,
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where
X(x,y)

= mass of ash per unit area at location (xy) in g/cm2 ,

p

= common logarithm of particle diameter d, with d in cm,

Pmrn

= minimum value of p,

pma

z

= maximum value of p,
= vertical distance from ground surface, km,

H

= height of eruption column above the volcanic vent, km,

x

= downwind distance from the vent, cm,

y

= crosswind distance from the vent, cm,

0

= total mass of erupted material, g,

P(z)

= distribution function for particle diffusion out of the column within dz about height
Z,

f(p)

= distribution function for particles with a log-diameter within dp about p
normalized per unit mass,

C

= constant relating eddy diffusivity and particle fall time, cm 2/s5/ 2 ,

t

= particle fall time, s,

ts

= particle diffusion time in eruption column, s, and

u

= wind speed, cm/s.

A detailed description of the above parameters may be found in Jarzemba, et al. (1997,
Sec. 2-2). ASHPLUME derives these parameters from user input and then solves Equation
(2-1) using user supplied values of x andy. To determine the spent fuel areal density, the
integrand in Equation (2-1) is first multiplied by a factor representing the ratio of fuel mass to
ash mass and then recalculated by ASHPLUME. However, the calculation documented here
compares only the ash areal density to the measured ashfall data, and does not consider the
fuel areal density.
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The two versions of the ASHPLUMIE code (i.e. V1.4LV and V2.0) that were compared in
this calculation differ in the definition of the total mass of the erupted material (Q) and the
height of the eruption column (H). In version 1.4LV of the code, H and Q are calculated
using (CRWMS M&O 1999, pg. B-3)
Td = e(1I529 + 0.527 InV)

(2-2a)

V

[7.83+ 0.394In

H = e[

TOd'

(2-2b)

and
Q = ;5Vx 1015

(2-3)

where Td is the event duration in seconds and the parameters ; and V are user inputs and are
defined as
j

= the average density of erupted material, g/cm 3, and

V

= the total volume of erupted material, kmi

-

3

In version 2.0 of the code, H and Q are calculated using (Jarzemba, et al., 1997, pgs.
4-4, 4-5)
H = 0.0082 P 1" 4

(2-4)

and

Q =1000

Td

(2-5)

where P and Td are input by the user and are defined as
P

= the eruption power in Watts and

Td

= the event duration in seconds.

As stated in Section 1.0, one objective of this calculation is to compare the effects on the
results of using equations 2-4 and 2-5 instead of equations 2-2 and 2-3.
No special methods for control of the electronic management of data were specified in the
development plan (CRWMS M&O 2000a) for this calculation. All input files, output files,
computer codes, and other supporting software were maintained and executed on a single
dedicated PC secured by controlled access and password protection. Standard backup
procedures were employed by the analyst to ensure data integrity.
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Assumptions

The underlying assumptions used in the ASHPLUME mathematical model are discussed in
Suzuki (1983) and Jarzemba et al. (1997). In addition to those assumptions, several
assumptions were made in developing the input data for this calculation. The following
paragraphs discuss these assumptions.
3.1 Use of Information From Hill etaL 1998
Assumption: The scope of the calculation is to reproduce within the ASHPLUME model as
closely as possible the input parameters and their associated values as reported in Hill et al.
1998. The assumption is made that these parameters and the associated values and the field
data documented in the article are reported accurately. It is further assumed that by running
the ASHPLUME mathematical models utilizing these input parameters and the associated
values when compared to the actual measured field data under the same conditions represents
a meaningful comparison of the ASHPLUME code to this specific set of field measurement
data.
Rationale: The measured parameters and associated values are presented in a manner that
allows direct mapping to the ASHPLUME code parameters. The paper reports a comparison
of the field data to a modified version of the Suzuki model. ASHPLUME is also a modified
version of the Suzuki model and the comparison done in the paper along with the comparison
in this Calculation utilize the same field data, similar mathematical models, and the same
parameters and associated values. Thus, the conclusion is made that the work documented in
this Calculation is a valid use of the information presented in Hill et al. 1998.
Confirmation Status: No additional work is planned to verify this assumption. It is
considered a reasonable assumption.
Use Within the Calculation: This assumption is used in Sections 5 and 6.
3.2 Wind Speed and Direction
Assumption: A constant wind speed and wind direction were assumed for this calculation.
Rationale: Hill et al. 1998 states that the wind speed ranged from 8-10 m/s. Hill et al. 1998
also lists the eruption parameters in Table 3 and lists the wind speed as a constant 9 m/s.
Thus, this constant value is utilized for wind speed. It is almost certain that the wind
direction was not constant during the actual Cerro Negro eruption. However, from the actual
ash thickness data it appears that the primary wind direction was towards the city of Leon. In
addition, no data were available to document changes in wind direction. Therefore, the wind
direction was assumed to be constant and blowing towards the city of Leon.
Confirmation Status: No additional work is planned to verify this assumption. It is
considered a reasonable simplification.
Use Within the Calculation: This assumption is used in Sections 5 and 6.
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3.3 Constant Density
Assumption: A constant ash particle density was assumed for this calculation.
Rationale: The ASHPLUME code contains a feature that allows particle density to be a
linear function of particle size. Hill et al., 1998 (Table 3) presents the measured average ash
density as 1.2 g/cm 3. This value is utilized as a constant as presented.
Confirmation Status: No additional work is planned to verify this assumption. It is
considered reasonable given the lack of density data.
Use Within the Calculation: This assumption is used in Sections 5 and 6.
3.4 Total Ash Mass Basis of Comparison
Assumption: Because the two versions of the ASHPLUME code being compared have
slightly different input parameter sets, a basis for maintaining consistency between the data
set for one version and the data set for the other version needed to be established. Thus, the
assumption was made to have the same total mass of ash being ejected from the volcano.
Rationale: A different basis could have been used, such as assuming the same column
height for each version. However, it was decided that the most consistent treatment would be
matching the masses because ASHPLUME results are given in mass based units and by
utilizing the same total mass the codes would each be dispersing the same amount of
material. Also, this mass erupted would then compare directly with the actual measured
mass from the volcano.
Confirmation Status: No additional work is planned to verify this assumption. It is
considered reasonable to use the same mass with each version.
Use Within the Calculation: The mathematical models for the eruption mass for each
version are discussed in Section 2 and the mass basis assumption is used in Sections 5 and 6.
3.5 Upper Limit of Particle Diameter
Assumption: The volcanic ash mass is represented within the ASHPLUME code by a log
normal distribution defined as a function of particle size (Jarzemba et al., 1997, Sec. 2.2).
The mean particle diameter, pmean, and standard deviation, ou, of the distribution are specified
by the user in the input file. The integration limits, pm,, and pma, of the outer integral in
Equation (2-1) are then defined in terms of these parameters as follows:
pmn = log(pmean) - 5.0

(T

(3-1)

and
pmax= log(pmean) + 5.0 CT

The upper limit of the integration, pmax, may be limited by using the input parameter dmax.
The code will use the smaller of p,ax from Equation (3-1) and log(dmax) from the input file.
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It is assumed in this calculation that the upper integration limit specified according to
Equation (3-1) is appropriate and no limitation will be applied with parameter dmax.
Rationale: Jarzemba et al. (1997, pg. 2-2) indicate that the Suzuki (1983) model is suitable
for eruptions with particle sizes greater than 15 - 30 micrometers.
Confirmation Status: No additional work is planned to verify this assumption. It is
considered to be a reasonable assumption
Use Within the Calculation: This assumption is used in Section 5.

4.0

Computer Software and Models

Version 1.4LV and Version 2.0 of the ASHPLUME code were compared to the Cerro Negro
ash thickness data (Wunderman et al., 1995) in this calculation. Version l.4LV has been
validated according to AP-SI. 1Q REV 2, ICN 3 and is identified with software tracking
number 10022-1.4LV-00. This version was obtained from Configuration Management for
use in this calculation. Version 2.0 is currently undergoing qualification according to AP
SI. 1Q REV 2, ICN 4 and is identified with software tracking number 10022-2.0-00. The
inputs and outputs for each version are identified in Sections 5 and 6. Each version of the
software is appropriate for its intended use in this calculation. The "intended use" within the
context of this calculation, as stated in Section 1, is to determine how results from the two
versions compare given matched inputs and to compare the results of each version to data
from an observed eruption. In version 1.4LV the ash volume and ash density are used to
determine column height and total mass of ash in the eruption column. In version 2.0 the
eruption power and event duration are used to determine column height and total mass of
ejecta. A description of the mathematical differences between the two versions is given in
Section 2. Each version of the code was used within the range in which it is valid for this
calculation.
In addition to the two versions of the ASHPLUME code, several commercial software
programs were utilized in this calculation. They are:
"* Microsoft Excel 97 SR-2
"* Microsoft PowerPoint 97 SR-2
"* Microsoft Word 97 SR-2, and
"• Golden Software's Surfer Version 6.01.
All software used in this calculation was executed on a Dell Dimension XPS pro 180n
running under the Microsoft Windows NT Version 4.0 SP3 operating system. The system is
located at the offices of Duke Engineering and Services in Austin, Texas and is identified
with the inventory number DES0058713.

CAL-WIS-MD-000011 REV 00
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Calculation

The Suzuki (1983) model was used by Hill, et al. (1998) to analyze the 1995 Cerro Negro
eruption. The Hill analysis was used as the basis of this comparison and the physical
parameters and model constants required by ASHPLUME for this calculation are taken from
the Hill analysis. Each version of the code was executed using inputs appropriate for that
version and the results from each version were compared to the Cerro Negro ash thickness
data by graphically overlaying ash thickness contours. The graphical overlay of results
provides a concise mechanism for satisfying the two objectives of this calculation discussed
in Section 1; i.e. the comparison of results from the two versions with each other and with the
Cerro Negro data. All computer files related to the calculation and to the graphical display of
results are contained in Attachment A.
The following paragraphs contain a description of the input data sets used with each version
of the code and describe the steps used to run the codes. Version 2.0 of the ASHPLUME
code was executed first. The program was executed in a MSDOS window using the MSDOS
batch file shown in Figure 2. The following command was used to execute the program:
>runashp20 cn_2_0
The file en 2 0.in was the input file and is shown in Figure 3. The output files produced by
the above command were cn 2 0.out and cn_2 0.log. The file cn_2 0.out is discussed in the
next section. The file cn_2 0.log is a diagnostic file and indicates that no errors were
encountered.
The following list provides the source of the data or provides an explanation of why a
particular value was used. The line numbers in the list refer to the line numbers in the input
file shown in Figure 3.
Line 1)

The run title.

Line 2)

Isern equal to a value of 1 enables ASHPLUME output to the screen in addition
to the output file.

Line 3)

Xmin and xmax are the receptor grid limits in the x direction in km. The
coordinate x=0,y=0 is coded within ASHPLUME to be at the volcano vent.
These limits were chosen to provide receptor points on each side of the vent out
to a distance sufficient to include the 0.1-cm ash contour.

Line 4)

Ymin and ymax are the receptor grid limits in the y direction in km. These limits
in the y direction were chosen to provide receptor points downwind from the vent
to a distance sufficient to include the 0.1-cm ash contour.

Line 5)

Numptsx is the number of receptor points in the x direction. The receptor grid
spacing, dx, is determined by dx = (xmax - xmin)/(numptsx - 1).

CAL-WIS-MD-O00011 REV O00
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Line 6)

Numptsy is the number of receptor points in the y direction. The receptor grid
spacing, dy, is determined by dy = (ymax - ymin)/(numptsy - 1).

Line 7)

Ashdenmin and ashdenmax are the ash densities corresponding to particle
diameters of ashrholow and ashrhohi on the following line. ASHPLUME
provides for allowing ash density to vary linearly with ash particle diameter.
Because ash density variation with particle size data was not available for the
Cerro Negro event, ash density was assumed (Section 3.3) for this calculation to
be a constant at the average clast density of 1.2 g/cm 3 provided by Hill et al.
(1998, Table 3).

Line 8)

Ashrholow and ashrhohi are the logs of the particle diameters corresponding to
the ash densities on the previous line. Because the ash density was assumed to
be a constant, the values for these parameters are meaningless for these runs and
only non-equal values need be entered.

Line 9)

Fshape is the shape factor for particles. The value of 0.5 was taken from Hill et
al. (1998, Table 3).

Line 10)

Airden is the air density. The value of 0.001293 g/cm 3 was taken from Jarzemba
et al. (1997, Table 5-1). Airvis is the air viscosity. The value of 0.00018 g/cm-s
was also taken from Jarzemba et al. (1997, Table 5-1).

Line 11)

The constant C is the parameter relating eddy diffusivity to particle fall time.
The value of 400 was taken from Hill et al. (1998, Table 3).

Line 12)

The upper limit (pmax) of the outer integral in Equation (2-1) may be limited in
ASHPLUME by the log of the value of dmax entered here (Section 3.5).
Normally, p,,, is defined as the log of the mean particle diameter specified in
line 17 plus five times the value of sigma specified in line 18. For this
calculation, using the values specified in line 17 and 18, p,,, = log(0.07) + 5x0..8
= 2.8. Any value of for log(dmax) larger than 2.8 in this case means that the
value for pmax will not be limited. Because no justification exists for limiting
Pmax in this calculation, a relatively large number (1000) was used.

Line 13)

Fdmin, fdmean, and fdmax are the minimum, mean, and maximum waste-fuel
particle diameters. Because this calculation does not consider the fuel transport
computation, these values are not utilized.

Line 14)

Hmin is the lower limit of the inner integral of Equation (2-1). A small value
greater than 0.0 (eg. 0.001) is used to avoid numerical problems at the vent exit
and to model the full height of the vent from the ground surface.

Line 15)

Acutoff is the lower limit on the ash deposition calculation. It is used to speed
program execution by eliminating calculations for receptors outside the plume
area.

CAL-WIS--MD-0)00011i REV 00
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Line 16)

The constant beta controls the diffusion of particles out of the eruption column.
The value of 10.0 was taken from Hill et al. (1998, Table 3).

Line 17)

The mean ash particle diameter of 0.07 cm was taken from Hill et al. (1998,
Table 3).

Line 18)

The input parameter sigma is the particle diameter standard deviation (sorting).
Hill et al. (1998, pg. 1237) used a range of values for sigma between 0.5 and 1.5.
A value of 0.8 was utilized in this calculation.

Line 19)

The incorporation ratio is used to determine the relative mass of fuel particles to
waste particles. Because this calculation only considers ash, this parameter is not
significant to this analysis.

Line 20)

The mass of fuel is not used in this calculation.

Line 21)

The wind direction was assumed to be directly towards the city of Leon (Figure
1). A value of 90 degrees was arbitrarily selected to use in the computation and
the resulting plume was rotated during the post-processing step to orient the
major plume axis toward Leon for graphical display. This approach allows the
receptor grid axis to be aligned with the plume axis, thereby reducing the number
of receptor grid locations required to define the plume.

Line 22)

The wind speed of 900 cmls was taken from Hill eta!. (1998, Table 3).

Line 23)

Data for initial eruption velocity for the 1995 Cerro Negro eruption was not
provided explicitly in Hill et al. (1998). The initial eruption velocity of 10,000
cm/s was stated as a value that velocities drop below only for the upper 200
meters of the column for short eruption columns (<5 kin). Thus, this stated value
of 10,000 cm/s is utilized here.

Line 24)

Eruption power was determined from Equation (2-4) by using a value for H of
2.4 km (Hill etal., 1998, Table 3).

Line 25)

The event duration of3.46x10 5 sec was provided in Hill et al. (1998, Table 3).

Version 1.4LV of the ASHPLUME code was then executed. The program was executed in a
MSDOS window using the MSDOS batch file shown in Figure 4. The following command
was used to execute the program:
>runashpl4 cn_1_4
Because Version 1.4LV of ASHPLUME contains an option for performing either a stochastic
analysis or a deterministic analysis, the input logic for Version 1.4LV is different than
Version 2.0. For this calculation, the deterministic mode of operation was used. Two input
files are required with Version 1.4LV for a deterministic calculation when executing with the
above command. The two input files used in this calculation are shown in Figure 5 and are
named cnI14.in and cn_1 4.resp. The file with the .resp filename extension contains the
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user's responses to the screen prompts written by the program. The output file produced by
the above command has the filename cn_1_4.out. The output file will be discussed in the
next section.
The two Version 1.4LV data files were developed using parameter values equal to those used
with the Version 2.0 calculation. The conversion of the Version 2.0 data set to the Version
1.4LV data set was done such that the total mass of ash released would be identical in the
two versions. The following lists provide a line by line description of how the data in the
two files were selected. The first list describes the file cn_1_4.in:
Line 1)

The run title.

Line 2)

The receptor grid is identical to Version 2.0.

Line 3)

The receptor grid is identical to Version 2.0.

Line 4)

The receptor grid is identical to Version 2.0.

Line 5)

The receptor grid is identical to Version 2.0

Line 6)

Vlogmin and vlogmax are not used in deterministic mode.

Line 7)

Powlogmin and powlogmax are not used in Version 1.4LV.

Line 8)

Betalogmin and betalogmax are not used in deterministic mode.

Line 9)

The particle mean diameter distribution parameters are not used in deterministic
mode.

Line 10)

The particle size standard deviation distribution parameters are not used in
deterministic mode.

Line 11)

The ash density is defined to be identical to that used in the Version 2.0
calculation, i.e. constant at 1.2 g/cm 3.

Line 12)

These parameters are used in conjunction with Line 11 to define ash density.
The ash density is defined to be identical to that used in the Version 2.0
calculation.

Line 13)

The shape parameter is identical to Version 2.0.

Line 14)

Air density and viscosity are identical to Version 2.0.

Line 15)

The constant C is identical to Version 2.0.

Line 16)

The parameter dmax is identical to Version 2.0.

Line 17)

Fdmin, fdmean, and fdmax are not significant to an ash-only calculation.
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Line 18)

Hmin is identical to Version 2.0.

Line 19)

Acutoff is identical to Version 2.0.

Line 20)

The incorporation ratio is not significant to an ash-only calculation.

Line 21)

Uranmin and uranmax are not used in deterministic mode and are not significant
to an ash-only calculation.

The next list describes the file cn 1_4.resp, the user response file:
Line 1)

A value of 2 specifies a deterministic calculation.

Line 2)

A value of 2 indicates that no additional files containing particle size distribution
information are required.

Line 3)

The constant beta is identical to Version 2.0.

Line 4)

The mean ash particle diameter is identical to Version 2.0.

Line 5)

Sigma is identical to Version 2.0.

Line 6)

The incorporation ratio is not significant to an ash-only calculation.

Line 7)

The mass of fuel to incorporate is not significant to an ash-only calculation.

Line 8)

The wind direction is identical to Version 2.0, i.e. towards Leon.

Line 9)

The wind speed is identical to Version 2.0.

Line 10)

The initial eruption velocity is identical to Version 2.0.

Line 11)

The eruption power was entered identically to Version 2.0, however, this
parameter is not used in Version 1.4LV.

Line 12)

The total ash volume in km 3 was determined with Equation (2-3) using the value
for ash density entered on the next line (1.2 gcm3 ) and the total ash mass
calculated for Version 2.0 with Equation (2-5). This approach assures that the
total ash mass will be the same and allow direct comparison of results with the
two version of the code.

Line 13)

The average ash density is assumed to be identical to that used in Version 2.0.

The eruption parameters used with both versions of the code are summarized in Table 1.
ASHPLUME inputs not related to this calculation and inputs developed by the analyst such
as receptor grid locations are discussed above and are not shown in the table. All inputs to
ASHPLUME for this calculation are within the range of validation as described in the
qualification documentation.
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Results
NOTE: Because ASHPLUME Version 2.0 has not completed the QA qualification
process, results obtained with Version 2.0 are considered "to be verified" (TBV).
Therefore, this document may be affected by technical product input information
that requires confirmation. Any changes to the document that may occur as a result
of completing the confirmation activities will be reflected in subsequent revisions.
The status of the input information quality may be confirmed by review of the
Document Input Reference System database. The software tracking number for
ASHPLUME Version 2.0 is 10022-2.2-00.

The results of the two ASHPLUME calculations are shown as ash thickness contours in
Figure 6 along with the measured Cerro Negro ash thickness data taken from Wunderman et
al. (1995). Figure 6 was created using the following procedure.
1)

The output file from the Version 2.0 calculation (cn 2_0.out) was processed with an
Excel spreadsheet (cn 2O0.xls) to convert distance in meters to distance in kilometers.
This was necessary because the Version 1.4LV output is in kilometers and a common
unit must be used for the graphical display. The spreadsheet was also used to converted
the ash areal density in g/cm from the ASHPLUME output to ash thickness in cm by
dividing the areal density by the ash density of 1.2 g/cm . Three columns of data were
then exported from the spreadsheet to the text file cn 2 0.dat. The three columns
contain x and y coordinates in kilometers relative to the volcanic vent and ash thickness
in centimeters.

2)

The output file from the Version 1.4LV calculation (cn 1 4.out) was processed with an
Excel spreadsheet (cn 1 4.xls) in an identical manner to the Version 2.0 output except
that the distance conversion was not necessary because Version 1.4LV output is already
in kilometers. The three columns of data containing x,y coordinates and ash thickness
were exported to the text file cn_14.dat.

3)

The commercial software Surfer was then used to create contours of the ash thickness
results using the files cn_2_0.dat and cn 1 4.dat. The files cn 1 4.grd and cn 2O0.grd
contain the binary Surfer grid files and the file cn_2014.srf contains the Surfer contour
drawing.

4)

The file 14negl3f.gif from Wunderman et al. (1995) contains ash thickness contours
for the 1995 Cerro Negro eruption derived from data collected by M. Kesseler of the
University of Geneva. This file was imported into Microsoft PowerPoint and the
contours for ash thickness of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, and 10.0 cm were manually traced
from the .gif figure using the drawing capabilities of PowerPoint. Selected base map
features were also extracted from the .gif figure to provide a reference for overlaying
the contours developed with the ASHPLUME calculated data. The traced figure was
saved in a separate file (base map.ppt).

5)

After adjusting the scale in the Surfer drawing to match exactly to the PowerPoint
figure and rotating the Surfer drawing to align the plume to the observed data, the
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Surfer generated contours were cut and pasted to the PowerPoint drawing. Using the
volcanic vent as a reference for location, the two figures were overlaid. Scales were
checked to ensure that the correct scales had been maintained in the merging operation.
The resulting PowerPoint drawing was saved as file compare.ppt. The drawing was
imported to this document as Figure 6. The Surfer contouring algorithm causes the
anomaly in the 1.0-cm contour for Version 2.0.
As shown in Figure 6, the two versions of the code produce similar results. The
ASHPLUME calculations compare well with the observed data for distances from the
volcanic vent greater than 10 km. For distances less than 10 kin, the ASHPLUME results
give ash thickness values greater than the observed data. The lobe on the northern side of the
measured ash thickness data indicates that a variation in wind direction and/or speed
occurred during the eruption. This probably accounts for some of the discrepancy because
ASHPLUME assumes a constant wind speed and direction for a given simulation. To help
understand the differences in the results obtained with the two versions of the code, the
header portion of the output files are shown in Figures 7 and 8 for comparison. Figure 7
shows the header from the Version 2.0 calculation and Figure 8 shows the header from the
Version 1.4LV calculation. The only significant differences between the two files are the
values of event duration (Td) and column height (H). The constraint of maintaining an equal
mass of ejected material for the two versions means that the calculation in Equation (2-2)
will yield a column height for Version 1.4LV that will differ from that calculated by Version
2.0 using Equation (2-4). The unequal column height between the two versions accounts for
the differences in the results. As can be seen in Figures 7 and 8, the column height from
Version 1.4LV (2.0453 kin) is slightly less that that calculated by Version 2.0 (2.4000 km),
resulting in the slightly reduced downwind transport distance of the ash plume shown in
Figure 6.
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ASHPLUME eruption parameters used for the Cerro Negro Calculation
Value

Source

0.5

Hill et al., 1998, Table 3

Airden, g/cm 3

0.001293

Jarzemba et al., 1997 Table 5-1

Airvis, g/cm-s

0.00018

Jarzemba et al., 1997, Table 5-1

400

Hill et al., 1998, Table 3

10

Hill et al., 1998, Table 3

0.07

Hill et al., 1998, Table 3

0.5- 1.5

Hill et al., 1998, p. 1237

900

Hill et al., 1998, Table 3

10000

Jarzemba et al., 1997, Table 5-1

7.338x 109

Hill et a!., 1998, Table 3

0.00288

Hill et al., 1998, Table 3

1.2

Hill et al., 1998, Table 3

3.46x 105

Hill et al., 1998, Table 3

Parameter
Fshape

C, cm2/s5.2

Beta
Mean ash diameter, cm
(Note 1)

Sigma
Wind Speed, cm/s

Initial Eruption Velocity, cm/s
Power, Watts

(Note 2)

Ash Volume, km3

(Note

Ash Density, g/cm

3)

3

Event Duration, s

(Note

4)

Note 1: A value of 0.8 was selected for the calculation after several trials within the range shown.
Note 2: The power was derived from Equation (2-4) using a value of 2.4 km for the column height taken from
the cited reference. This parameter is not used in Version 1.4LV.
Note 3: Volume is not used in Version 2.0. For Version 1.4LV, the volune was calculated with Equation (2-3)
3
using the value for mass (3.46x 1012 g) from Version 2.0 and average ash density (1.2 g/cm ) from the

cited reference.
Note 4: Event duration is an input parameter in Version 2.0 only.
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Figure 1. Cerro Negro location map
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Filename = runashp20.bat
Echo off
the ASHPLUME V2.0 dAl in
Run .e.-.....
base name
=.%Input file

DOS window

rein
Copy %1.4n asn-iufme.in
asho
D:\A.shn I me\V2.0\ rn
de' ashplume.in
del %!.out
ren< ashp une.otou
-ein

Figure 2. MSDOS batch file used to execute ASHPLUME Version 2.0.
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Filename = en 2_0.in
1)

v2.0 -

ASHPLUME

2
1
3) -1.0
4, -2.0

10.0

Cerro Negro, Nicaragua
iscrn, 0 = no screen output,
xmin, xmax in km
ymin,

30.0

'1)

numptsy

33

7) 1.2
8) -i.0
9) 0.5

1.2
2.0

13 i2
400.0

0.0018
I

1
0.OldO

14)

0.001

15*

i.d-iC
.7

-7I

-,

19:
20)

9

ashdenmin, ashdenmax in g/cm3
ashrholow, ashrhohi
fshape
airden in g/cm3, airvis in g/cm-s
c in cm2/s to the 5/2
dmax in

S1300.0

"3

km

numptsx

) 2"
6

ymax in

yes

1

C,.31d8ý
i.0d7

O
9
1000
3.46e-'5

.Id0

1.0dO

cm

fdmean,
hmin in km
fdmin,

fdmax all in

cm

acutoff in g/cm2
the constant beta (unitless)
the mean ash particle diameter

(cm)

) sigma for the ash lognormal dist.
the incorporation ratio )unitless)
the mass of fuel to incorporate (g)
wind direction- relative to due east (deg)
9.the wind speed (c)-is)
eruption velocity (cm/s)
he ini'ial
the oower (watts)
the event duration (s)

Figure 3. Input file used with ASHPLUME version 2.0 Cerro Negro calculation.

k-AJrvv

IJLVU
I~~nI1J1.JIUFUvkL1071
0-LI ITrr AftI~ll

Filename

Papre:

=

runaslipl.bat

•rem....Run ASHIPLUME V1.4 in DOS window
input file base
r..ýi.......
copy %I. r! asnpllure14.in
asn-;Dur'el4 < %!I.resp
=e' VI..
D: -As.ri
del

1.

e

Figure 4. MSDOS batch file used to execute ASHPLUME Version 1.LV.
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Filename = en 1 4.in
Cerro Negro, Nicaragua
xmin, xmax in km
ymin, ymax in km
numptsx
numptsy
33
vlogmin, vlogmax- logs of volume in km**3
2.4
6) -2.54
9. 87
powlogmin, powlogmax- logs of P in W
9.87
betalogmin, betalogmax-logs
1.0
1.0
79) -2.0ldo -1 .0dO
0.0 dO
dmeanmin,dmeanmed,dmeanmax-logs of d in clm
0. 8
dsigmamin, dsigmamax
0.8
1.2
ashdenmin, ashdenmax in g/cm3
ashrholow, ashrhohi
--. 0
fshape
131 0.
airden in g/cm3, airvis in g/cm-s
14, 0.021293
0 O.0)18
c in cm2/s to the 5/2
!5
dmax in cm
10.0
fdmin, fdmean, fdmax all in cm
hmin in km
n.7
i8i
i9
acutoff in g/cm2
the incorporation ratio (unitless)
uranmin, uranwax, the mass of fuel (g)
1) ASHPLUME vl.4
10.0
2) -10.0
30.0
3) -2.0
4

Uj

Filename = enl1 4.resp (User Responses)
l

2
10.0
.7

0.8

sigma for the ash lognormal dist.

9) 90.0 Ithe
10000.0
7.382e9
13)

Determi nistic
No files
tne constant beta (unitless)
diameter
the mean ash particle

0.00288
1.)

(cm)

(unitless)

the incorporation ratio (unitless)
the mass of fuel to incorporate (g)
.the -wind direction- relation to due east
wind speed (cm/s)
eruption velocity (cm/s)
the initial
the power (watts)

(deg)

the volume (km3)
the ash density (g/cm3)

Figure 5. Files used with ASHPLUME Version 1.4LV Cerro Negro calculation.
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Measured Data
(M. Kesseler, Univ. of Geneva)
Ashplume vI.4
-Ashplumne
v2.0
-

Figure 6. Comparison of calculated and measured ash deposit thickness in cm for 1995 Cerro Negro eruption.
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-W

Filename = cn 2O.out (partial listing)
ASHPLUME version 2.00-dll

inout Parameters (From vin vector):
Minimum x location (kim) ...............
MaxImum x location (kim) ...............
Minimum y location (k m) ...............
Maximum y location (kim) ...............
Number of grid points in x ............
Number of grid points in y ............
Minimum ash density (g/cm^3) ..........
Maximum ash density (g/cm^3) ..........
size [iog(cm)] .......
Minimum particle
size [log(cm)] .......
Maximum particle
Particle shape parameter ..............
Air density (g/cc) ....................
Air viscosity (g/cm-s) ................
Eddy diff.
constant (cm^2/s^[5/2]) ....
Size Cutoff (cm) ......................
diame:er (cm)..
Minimum waste particle
diameter (cm) .....
'ode waste particle
mum waste par-icle dpamarer 'r
Minimum height of column (kr)..........
)g/Nr.2
- imit for ash deposits
:istersion constant, beta .............
M!ea- particle diameter (cm) ...........
-or particle standard deviatior ........
incorcoration ratio ...................
mass availaboe "g) .........
Tca_ :fue
Wind direc ion jdeg) ..................
Wind speed (cm/s) .....................
L

Vent exi t

velocity

(cm/s) .............

(w) .......................

Evenr

power

E-v'en

duration

(s) ....................

-erierd Parameers:
A-sh par-tcle minimum log-diameter .....
mean log-diameter ........
,sh oarti'cle
Ash particle maximum log-diameter .....
Fue, particle
minimum log-diameter ....
mode log-diameter .......
Fuel particle
maximum log-diameter ....
Fuel particle
Co umn height (kn)).....................
Ash mass (g) ..........................

-10.0000
10.0000

-2.0000
30.0000
21

33
1.2000
1.2000

-1.0000
0.0000
0.5000
1.2930E-03
1.8000E-04

400.0000
1000.0000
0 .0100
0. 1000
1 .0000
0 0010
1. OOOOE-10
10.0000
0.0700

0.8000
0.3000
1.OOOE+07
90.0000
900.0000
10000.0000
7.3382E+09
3.4600E+05

-5.1549
-1.1549
2.8451
-2.0000
-1.0000
0.0000

2.4000
3.4600E+12

Figure 7. Listing of header from ASHLUME Version 2.0 output file for the Cerro Negro
calculation.
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Filename = cn_1 4.out (partial listing)
"*

realization number
wind speed (cm/s)
wind direction (deg)
mean particle diameter (cm)
log- std dev
column ht (km)
event duration (s)
ash mass (g)
event power (W)
beta
vent exit velocity (cm/s)
particle shape parameter
air density (g/cc)
air viscosity (g/cm-s)
eddy diff. constant (cm2/sS/2;
size cutoff (cm)
incorporation ratio
fuel particle minimum log-diam
fuel particle median log-diam
fuel particle maximum log-diam
total

fuel

mass available

(g)

eruption volume (km3)
ash density (g/cm3)

1
900.0000
90.0000
0.0700
0.8000

2.0453
0.2002E+06
0.3456E+13

0. 7338E+10
10.0000
10000.0000
0.5000
0.1293E-02
0.1800E-03

400.000
i000 0000
0.3000
-2.0000
- .0000

0.0000
0.!000E+08
0.0029

"i.2000

Figure 8. Listing of header from ASHPLUME Version 1.4LV output file for the Cerro
Negro Calculation.
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Attachment A
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All computer files used for this calculation are contained on the attached 3.5 inch diskette.
Table 2 lists the attached files and provides file size, date, time, and a description of the

purpose of the files.
Table 2.
Filename

Size
I ,2 3

in,
cn 2 0.out
cn 2
c.

45, 68

. LOg

934

" 4.r

",78

cn I 4.re
ni

Description of files on attached 3.5 inch diskette

4. out

ash'p cal11

1i-10-00

l:l9p

11-10-00

l.'0p

11-10-00

l:19p

11-10-00

2:09p

43,045

11-10-00

2:07p

11-10-0.J

2:14p

11-i0-00

2°:14p

89 , 95!

14,1,24
S 1,4

11-14-

i4e
-j

S6.gi24,5

ASHPLUME version 2..0
inpu:, output, and log
files

ASHPLUME version 1.4LV
inpu-,
user response, and
output files

MSDOS batch files
1unning ASHPLUME
-his

document,

for

Rev.

1:' Op

1

'1:1p

Mirosof'-Excel
used to process
files

2:16p

Microsof•

2.13t

files used to create

-1,8 •7

Description

tl-1-0

Base map4,
pt
com~ar,

:08p.

11-10-00

2A5,

_0.

doc

Time

588

rnah Sp 4.'--a 7l

rn as P2L<Cb-a -

Date

il-1@-O
0 9 -U6-

0 D2:30

.igure

files
.out

PowerPoint

6

Cerro Negro contours

-:aken from Wunderman
et

Sf!

s

.at
.2

14,78

S24.dat
CN>-2-.GR

CN 1 4. $RD

"3.
1

*.1

4
i-

14,7
_

K

Ai-1-O

:15

i-10-00

1:19o

11-0-00

:07p

11
11-1000 1

,8

2, 8 2

181-10-

0

8

2:C60

:1

404

11 -10 -0

2

410

11-10-0U

2:170

a1.

(1995)

Surfer files
used to
create Figure 6

00

